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Focus of this talkFocus of this talk

●● In this talk, I will focus on (some)In this talk, I will focus on (some)
experimental techniques of (some)experimental techniques of (some)
neutrino experiments and not discussneutrino experiments and not discuss
experimental resultsexperimental results
➥Theory&discussion of results: Gonzalez-

Garcia
●● AlsoAlso

➥Neutrino telescopes: Montaruli
➥UHE neutrinos: Zas
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•Neutrinos come in (almost) three flavors (LEP: Nν=2.984±0.008)
•They are much lighter than their charged lepton partner (⇒ why?)

•Mass and weak eigenstates differ (⇒mixing)
•They are not all massless (⇒ neutrino flavor oscillation)
•Neutrinos could be Dirac (ν≠ν) or Majorana (ν=ν) particles (⇒ mass
generation mechanism?)
•Neutrino mass is a sign of physics beyond the SM (⇒ RHν, LNV)

Mysterious neutrinosMysterious neutrinos



Neutrino flavor oscillations
Example: disappearance of atmospheric due to neutrino flavor
oscillation

€ 

P(νµ →νµ) =1− sin22θ sin2 1.27Δm2 (eV 2 ) L(km)E(GeV )
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LSND Experiment
   L = 30m   
   E = ~40 MeV

Atmospheric Neutrinos
   L = 15 to 12,000 km
   E =300 to 2000 MeV Solar Neutrinos

   L = 108 km
   E =0.3 to 15 MeV

Δm2 = .3 to 3 eV2 
ProbOSC = 0.3 % Δm2 = ~ 1 to 7 × 10-3 eV2

 ProbOSC = ~100%

Δm2 = ~ 2 to 8 × 10−5 eV2 
ProbOSC = ~100%

eνν µ →
xνν µ →

xe νν →

Three Experimental Indications for Neutrino OscillationsThree Experimental Indications for Neutrino Oscillations
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MiniBooNE

K2K, NuMI/MINOS,
CNGS

SuperK,
KamLAND,

SNO,
Borexino

●● LSND LSND ΔΔmm22

➥ Determination if osc.
➥ Measure Δm2&sin22θ

●● Atmospheric Atmospheric ΔΔmm22

➥ Know if νµ→ ντ or νs
∑ Measure Δm2&sin22θ
∑ Maybe see νµ→νe
∑ CERN observe ντ

●● Solar Solar ΔΔmm22

➥ Restrictions to one
solar solution

➥ Know if
νe→ νµ,τ or νs

∑ Measure Δm2

Questions addressed by current experimentsQuestions addressed by current experiments
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Three neutrino formalismThree neutrino formalism

€ 

UMNSP =
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Standard parameterization: 3 angles + 3 complex phases
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(Disregarding LSND result)
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Which sources of neutrinos can be used?Which sources of neutrinos can be used?

Accelerators Reactors

Solar Atmospheric
BigBangSupernovae

Astrophysical sources

Man-made sources
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Fermi theory including neutrino hypothesisFermi theory including neutrino hypothesis

ν e + p→ e+ + n
Incoming neutrino Free proton

Positron emission
Neutron emission

e–

n p

GF

ν

Weak interaction

Fermi, 1932

n→ p + e− + ν
GF ψ pγ

µψ n( ) ψ eγ µψν( )

Eν > (Mn-Mp)+me ≈ 1.8 MeVInverse β
decay

Implies the existence of the related process (inverse):

Mean free path in water:
λ ≈ 30 light-years at E=1 MeV

Bethe, Peierlsσ (ν e + p→ e+ + n) = 10−43 E
MeV
 
 

 
 

2

cm2

Neutrino hypothesis Pauli, 1930
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Attempts to detect free neutrinosAttempts to detect free neutrinos
“I have done a terrible thing. I have postulated a particle that

cannot be detected.” (Pauli)

The nuclear bombs used in World War II were equivalent to
about 15kton of TNT or about 60 TJ of energy. Modern nuclear
weapons can carry up to 84000 TJ.

Reines

The experiment was approved but
was superseded by the approach that
used a fission reactor.

Savannah River Power Plant (South Carolina, USA)

Reines and Cowan experiment

≈ 2 ×1020 ×
Power
GW

    ν e / sFlux E≈MeV
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Reines Reines & Cowan detection technique& Cowan detection technique

e+

n

130 cm

56 cm

σ = (1.1 ± 0.3) ×10−43cm2

Prompt-positron-delayed-neutron correlation technique
invented: background reduction!

ν e + p→ e+ + n
γ

γ γ γ

γ

γ

e+ + e− → γ + γ
Prompt signal:

2x0.51 MeV

n + Cd→ Cd* → Cd + γ ' s
Delayed signal: ≈9 MeV

H2O+CdCl2

Measured rate: 
2.88±0.22 counts per hour !

With signal/background ≈ 3/1

Reines and Cowan, Science 124 (1956) 103; Phys. Rev. 113 (1959) 273
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Study of weak interactions (Study of weak interactions (≈≈1960)1960)

T.D. Lee, C.N. Yang, Phys. Rev. Lett. 4 (1960) 307

σ ≈ 10–38  cm2

GeV

elastic

The Fermi theory which was known to work well at low energies implied
that the cross-section increases as phase space

€ 

σ ∝GF
2s = GF

2MNEν
lab

In a fixed target experiment (e.g.
neutrino beam with nucleon
target), the cross-section increases
linearly with the laboratory
neutrino energy
Lee & Yang computed the quasi-
elastic processes:

ν e + p→ e+ + n

€ 

νe + n→ e+ + p
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Sources of high energy neutrino (Sources of high energy neutrino (≈≈1960)1960)

Pontecorvo, JETP 37 (1959) 1751
Schwartz, Phys. Rev. Lett. (1960) 306

target

High
energy
proton Secondary

particles

π±

Κ±

µ±

ν

Decay of secondary particles

µ±

ν

ν
shield

Decay region

B. Pontecorvo and M. Schwartz independently proposed to study these reactions with an artificial beam
of energetic muon-neutrinos produced at a proton accelerator.  The basic scheme for the production
of energetic muon neutrinos is based on the following facts:

1. During the collision of high energy protons on a fixed target, a large number of secondary
hadrons (in particular pion and kaons if the proton energy is sufficiently high) are produced in the
forward direction.

2. In order to let the secondary hadrons decay, the target region is followed by a decay region.
3. The V–A theory predicts that most decays will produce muon neutrinos, since the electronic

decay is highly suppressed by the “wrong helicity” of the charged lepton in the decay
4. The decay tunnel is followed by a thick shielding that stops all particles except neutrinos (and the

some penetrating muons). Behind the shielding, a beam of neutrinos is present.
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Modern neutrino beamModern neutrino beam

protons
target focus Decay pipe

On-axis
Ep

Meson energy
Meson energy

Neutrino energyY
ie

ld Y
ie

ld Y
ie

ld

For long baseline (i.e. in the forward direction):For long baseline (i.e. in the forward direction):
•• Neutrino energy  Neutrino energy ≈≈ 0.43  0.43 ×× pion  pion energyenergy
••  LorentzLorentz-boost gives a factor E-boost gives a factor Eνν

22 on solid angle on solid angle
•• Cross-section increases linearly with E Cross-section increases linearly with Eνν

€ 

Eν θν( ) ≈ Eν,max
1

1+ γ 2θν
2( )

€ 

Eν,max ≈ 1−
mµ
2

mM
2

 

  
 

  
EM =

0.427Eπ
0.954EK

 
 
 

€ 

θν

Event rate Event rate ∝∝ E Eνν
33

But oscillation probability But oscillation probability ∝∝ E Eνν
-2-2

Hence oscillated event rate Hence oscillated event rate ∝∝ E Eνν

Parent
meson

€ 

π /K → µνµ
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Off-axis long baselineOff-axis long baseline

Example: Fermilab NUMI beam, ME, L=730 km

On-axis

Off-axis

€ 

Eν θν( ) ≈ Eν,max
1

1+ γ 2θν
2( )
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The first accelerator neutrino beam (1962)The first accelerator neutrino beam (1962)

In 1962 at the Brookhaven AGS accelerator

proton energy :    15 GeV

proton intensity:  4x1011 protons/pulse

      3000 pulses/hour

neutrinos:  energy≈1 GeV,   to test if mostly νµ

1 neutrino
interaction  per

1000 kg per day!

Be target

Shield

30 m
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Basic design of neutrino detectorBasic design of neutrino detector

●● Neutrino flavor detectionNeutrino flavor detection
➥The type of neutrino (the neutrino flavor) will be tagged via a

charged current interaction, which produces a charged lepton of
the corresponding flavor: electron-neutrinos produce leading
electrons and muon-neutrinos produce muon neutrinos.

●● A neutrino detector must be a massive device in order toA neutrino detector must be a massive device in order to
collect a sufficiently large number of events but at the samecollect a sufficiently large number of events but at the same
time provide enough granularity to distinguish final statetime provide enough granularity to distinguish final state
particles.particles.

●● It must provide It must provide ““background reductionbackground reduction”” (neutrino interact very (neutrino interact very
rarely with respect to other particles that might penetrate therarely with respect to other particles that might penetrate the
detector)detector)
➥Very high intensity neutrino source
➥And/or Underground location (shield)

●● The neutrino detector plays two roles:The neutrino detector plays two roles:
➥(1) the neutrino target
➥(2) the detection device.
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BNL-Columbia experiment (1962)BNL-Columbia experiment (1962)
10 ton “spark chamber” detector

Danby, Gaillard, Goulianos, Lederman, Mistry, Steinberger, Schwartz, Phys. Rev. Lett. 9 (1962) 36

ν

1 ton spark chambers
9 Aluminum plates
110x110x2.5 cm
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ν

One One ““muonmuon-like-like”” event in spark chamber event in spark chamber

Long straight track
⇒ µ candidate

1 ton spark chambers
9 Aluminum plates
110x110x2.5 cm
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Results from BNL-Columbia experimentResults from BNL-Columbia experiment

Single tracks 34

Number of events

Multi tracks 22

“Showers” 8

Only 2 are
compatible

with electrons

νe ≠νµ

400 MeV electron test
beam



Absolute mass measurement
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Best-Fit Cosmological ParametersBest-Fit Cosmological Parameters

http://lambda.gsfc.nasa.gov/

Indirect evidence that neutrinos are light particles

€ 

Ωνh
2 ≈ 0.01mν

eV

€ 

mν < 1 eV
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Neutrinoless Neutrinoless double-beta decaysdouble-beta decays

Cremonesi, NOON04
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Cryogenic detectorsCryogenic detectors

Cremonesi, NOON04
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CUORE / CUORICINOCUORE / CUORICINO
●● CCryogenic ryogenic UUndergroundnderground

OObservatory for bservatory for RRare are EEventsvents
➥ Array of 1000 TeO2 crystals (5x5x5

cm3, 750 g)
➥ 750 kg TeO2 granular calorimeter
➥ 600 kg Te = 203 kg 130Te active

isotope

Cremonesi, NOON04
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CUORE proposalCUORE proposal

Cremonesi, NOON04
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NEMO-3NEMO-3
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EXOEXO
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Kraus, NOON04KeV

€ 

E0 = 18.6 keV

Direct kinematical search: Tritium beta decaysDirect kinematical search: Tritium beta decays
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Principle of measurementPrinciple of measurement
●● Magnetic Adiabatic Collimation andMagnetic Adiabatic Collimation and

Electrostatic filterElectrostatic filter
●● We assume for simplicity that the field isWe assume for simplicity that the field is

exactly axially symmetric. The change ofexactly axially symmetric. The change of
longitudinal component of the magneticlongitudinal component of the magnetic
field must according to Maxwell divergencefield must according to Maxwell divergence
equation of the B-field imply a non-equation of the B-field imply a non-
vanishing radial component of the field.vanishing radial component of the field.

●● A particle of charge e and total energy EA particle of charge e and total energy E
moving in a static, non-uniform axiallymoving in a static, non-uniform axially
symmetric field, at a distance r from thesymmetric field, at a distance r from the
field axis has a constant of motion definedfield axis has a constant of motion defined
byby

●● Since the magnetic field cannot change theSince the magnetic field cannot change the
energy of the particle, the field gradientenergy of the particle, the field gradient
actually transforms the actually transforms the azimuthal azimuthal motionmotion
into longitudinal one. When this isinto longitudinal one. When this is
achieved, the application of theachieved, the application of the
electrostatic barrier to the electrons whichelectrostatic barrier to the electrons which
are mostly longitudinal results in a veryare mostly longitudinal results in a very
clean transmission function.clean transmission function.

Kraus, NOON04

€ 

γmr dφdt +
q
2π πr2Bz( ) = cons tan t

€ 

ΔE = E Bmin
Bmax

Energy resolution:



Kraus, NOON04

€ 

ΔE = E Bmin

Bmax
≈

1
3000T ≈ 6  eV

€ 

Bmin
Bmax

≈
1
3000 ≈

8Gauss
2.4T



Kraus, NOON04



Kraus, NOON04



Astrophysical neutrinos

Stellar
(solar)

Atmospheric
BigBangSupernovae

Other stars only
visible at night !
But solar
neutrinos can
never be
„switched“ off!

Underground experiments:

And proton
decay!
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Cosmogenic Cosmogenic background suppressionbackground suppression
Flux of vertical muons

µ

Detector

Rock

µ

Nuclear
activation
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Spectrum of astrophysical neutrinosSpectrum of astrophysical neutrinos
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Cosmological relic neutrinosCosmological relic neutrinos

ν
ν

ν

ν

ν

νγ

γ

γ

γ

γ

γ

Cosmic ray background (CMB)Cosmological relic neutrinos (CMB)

? WMAP

€ 

nγ ≈ 400  cm−3

€ 

nν ≈ 330 cm−3

€ 

Tν =
4
11
 
 

 
 

1/ 3

Tγ ≈1.9K
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Relic neutrino scattering processesRelic neutrino scattering processes

Typical recoil energy: ≈10–9 eV !!
σ < 10–50 cm2 (<1 day/kton)

Nuclear processes:
Coherence

(even bulk coherence)
But cancellation between

neutrinos and antineutrinos
(unless large asymmetry)

●●With current known technologiesWith current known technologies
observation of relic neutrinos seemsobservation of relic neutrinos seems
impossibleimpossible

➥Z-Bursts ?
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Spectrum of astrophysical neutrinosSpectrum of astrophysical neutrinos

Solar
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Predicted solar neutrino spectrumPredicted solar neutrino spectrum

“pp”

7Be

8B

Experimental
threshold

http://www.sns.ias.edu/~jnb
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Solar neutrino measurementsSolar neutrino measurements
 1968 Homestake

600 tons C2Cl4
νe+37Cl → 37Ar+e–

 1989 Kamiokande
1000 tons H2O
νx+ e– → νx+ e–

 1990 SAGE 1992 Gallex
90 tons Ge
νe+71Ga → 71Ge+e–

 1998 SuperKamiokande
22500 tons H2O
 νx+ e– → νx+ e–

 1999 SNO
1000 tons D2O
 νe+ d → p + p + e–

 νx+ d → p + n + νx in 2002

Eν > 814 KeV

Ee > 5 MeV

Eν > 236 KeV

Ee > 5 MeV

Ee > 5 MeV

Radiochemical

Radiochemical

Real-time

Real-time

Real-time
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Chlorine experimentChlorine experiment––  Homestake Homestake MineMine

νe+
37Cl→37Ar + e−

Eν > 814 KeV

Expected rate: 9.5±1.4 SNU

1 SNU≡1 evt/s per 1036 target atoms

390 m3 of C2Cl4

R. Davis et al.

Expected production:
1.5 Ar nuclei/day
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Homestake Homestake results (1970-1995)results (1970-1995)

Measured rate: 2.56±0.23 SNU

B.T. Cleveland et al., Astroph. J. 496 (1998) 505
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SuperkamiokandeSuperkamiokande

≈7 p.e. per MeV
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Electron Electron Cerenkov Cerenkov rings in waterrings in water

νe

Momentum thresholdMomentum threshold:
•Electron 0.6 MeV/c

About 170 γ/cm in 350 < λ < 500 nm
With 40% PMT coverage, Q.E.≈20%
Relativistic particle produces

⇒≈14 photoelectrons / cm
⇒≈7 p.e. per MeV

  

€ 

d2N
dEdx =

α
hc sin2θC ≈ 370sin2θC   eV −1cm−1

€ 

cosθC =
1
nβ     n(H 2O) = 1.33

Electron
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Signal and backgroundSignal and background

Koshio, NOON04
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Rebuilding of Rebuilding of SuperkamiokandeSuperkamiokande
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SK-II calibrationSK-II calibration
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SK-II resolutionSK-II resolution

Koshio, NOON04







WHAT SNO MEASURES
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SNO data taking periodsSNO data taking periods

Graham, NOON04



Graham, NOON04



Graham, NOON04



Graham, NOON04
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Spectrum of astrophysical neutrinosSpectrum of astrophysical neutrinos

SN-I single burst



Supernova 1987 ASupernova 1987 A







€ 

e− + p→ n +νe

€ 

νen↔ pe− ;    ν e p↔ ne+

e+e− ↔ νν ;     νe↔νe

Thermal equilibrium





Scholberg, NESS02
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1. Supernova physics:
• Core collapse mechanism
• Supernova evolution in time
• Cooling of the proto-neutron star
• Nucleosynthesis of heavy elements
• Black hole formation
• Exotic effects

2. Neutrino physics
• Neutrino mass (time of flight delay)

• Oscillation parameters (flavor transformation in SN core and/or in Earth)
– Type of mass hierarchy and θ13 mixing angle

3. Early alert for astronomers
• Pointing to the supernova

Detecting SN neutrinos Detecting SN neutrinos –– why? why?



Scholberg, NESS02



Scholberg, NESS02
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 Elastic scatteringElastic scattering on electrons ( on electrons (ESES))

 Charged-currentCharged-current ( (CCCC) interactions on Argon) interactions on Argon

 Neutral currentNeutral current ( (NCNC) interactions on Argon) interactions on Argon

νe+
40Ar→40K* + e−

€ 

ν e + 40Ar→40Cl* + e+

SN neutrino detection channels in ArgonSN neutrino detection channels in Argon

*40
)(

40
)(

ArAr +→+
−−

νν

−
−

−
−

+→+ ee
)()(

νν

QνeCC = 1.5 MeV
QνeCC= 7.48 MeV-

QNC = 1.46 MeV

Possibility to separate the various channels by a classification of the associated
photons from the K, Cl or Ar deexcitation (specific spectral lines for CC and NC)

or by the absence of photons (ES)



Scholberg, NESS02

≈1 every
30
years!
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Atmospheric neutrinosAtmospheric neutrinos

From 100 MeV up to ≈100 GeV

Atmospheric



€ 

νe + ν e

€ 

νµ + ν µ

Absolute charged current event rates

Neutrino interaction rate is small: ≈150 CC events/kton/year
Average energy: ≈400 MeV
Spectrum ≈ E–1.7 above 1 GeV

1 GeV



Most neutrinos cross the Earth! Look for upward muons!
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Past and present atmospheric Past and present atmospheric νν experiments experiments

1. They all stopped data taking except SuperK
2. SuperK is the only experiment that will continue data taking in the future.
3. In addition, only one new experiment ICARUS is under construction. It is the

only approved new experiment.
4. Other bigger experiments are being discussed (>2010)
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SOUDAN-2 detector (1989-2000)SOUDAN-2 detector (1989-2000)

Soudan II detector is located in an underground
laboratory in the Tower-Soudan Iron Mine 1/2
mile (2,090 metres of water equivalent)
beneath Soudan, Minnesota, USA

Soudan II detector was 960 ton tracking
calorimeter composed 224 modules of steel
sheets shaped as honeycombs to host drift tubes.
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Atmospheric neutrino events in SOUDANAtmospheric neutrino events in SOUDAN

The entire calorimeter is comprised of 224
modules
Each module contained a tightly packed
honeycomb array of 15,120 drift tubes
The drift tube array provides 3-dimensional hit
reconstruction, with an r.m.s. accuracy of 1.12cm
in the drift direction and 3.5mm in the orthogonal
plane, together with dE/dX sampling.

p,n,π,K,…

µ–νµ
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Earth shielding
of 3800 meters
of water
equivalent

Hall B

≈14 m

Gran Sasso Gran Sasso Underground LaboratoryUnderground Laboratory
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MACRO experiment (until 2001)MACRO experiment (until 2001)

MACRO was built to
search for monopoles,
but is also sensitive to
C.R. muons and
atmospheric neutrinos

MACRO was composed of 6
supermodules, each consisting of
streamer tubes planes and
scintillators for precise timing

77 meters



MACROMACRO
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SuperKamiokande SuperKamiokande DetectorDetector

Operation from April 1996

Very large Water Cerenkov detector: Fiducial mass 22.5 kton

Overburden:
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Cerenkov Cerenkov rings in waterrings in water

ν

Particle momentum thresholds in waterParticle momentum thresholds in water:
•Electron 0.6 MeV/c
•Muon 120 MeV/c
•Pion 159 MeV/c
•Kaon 568 MeV/c
•Proton 1070 MeV/c

About 170 γ/cm in 350 < λ < 500 nm
With 40% PMT coverage, Q.E.≈20%
Relativistic particle produces

⇒≈14 photoelectrons / cm
⇒≈7 p.e. per MeV

  

€ 

d2N
dEdx =

α
hc sin2θC ≈ 370sin2θC   eV −1cm−1

€ 

cosθC =
1
nβ     n(H 2O) = 1.33
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e/e/µµ

Fully Contained (FC) Partially  Contained (PC)

Upward through-going µ

Upward stopping µµµ

µµ

          Contained event
(sub-GeV, multi-GeV sample)

Eν~ 1 GeV

Eν~ 10 GeV
Eν~ 10 GeV (stop μ）
　　　100 GeV (through μ） 

Event Event classification classification of of atmospheric atmospheric νν
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Electron andElectron and muon  muon events inevents in SuperK SuperK
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1489day FC+PC data  +  1678day upward going muon data
     1-ring e-like          1-ring µ-like          multi-ring µ-like        up-going µ

Up-going　　　　Down-going

No osc.

Osc.

stopping

Through
going

< 1.3GeV

> 1.3GeV

Super-Super-Kamiokande Kamiokande datadata
●● Whole SK-1 data have been analyzed.Whole SK-1 data have been analyzed.
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Novel liquid Argon imaging TPC technique: Initial mass 0.6 kton
ICARUS detector @ ICARUS detector @ Gran SassoGran Sasso

Planned start data taking in middle 2005

≈20 m
≈6 m

≈4 m

2x300 tons
≈50000 readout wires

1. Solar neutrinos
2. Atmospheric neutrinos
3. Supernova neutrinos
4. CERN-NGS neutrinos
5. Proton decay
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Gargamelle bubble chamber ICARUS  electronic chamber

Medium Heavy freon
Sensitive mass 3.0 ton
Density 1.5 g/cm3
Radiation length 11.0 cm
Collision length 49.5 cm
dE/dx 2.3 MeV/cm

Medium Liquid Argon
Sensitive mass Many ktons
Density 1.4 g/cm3
Radiation length 14.0 cm
Collision length 54.8 cm
dE/dx 2.1 MeV/cm

Bubble diameter ≈ 3 mm
(diffraction limited) Bubble size ≈ 3x3x0.2 mm3

Electronic bubble chamberElectronic bubble chamber
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νµ + n→ µ− + p

Prototype in CERN WA neutrino beamPrototype in CERN WA neutrino beam

Excellent tracking
also near vertex
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RESOLUTIONS
Low energy electrons:  σ(E)/E = 11% / √E(MeV)+2%
Electromagn. showers: σ(E)/E = 3% / √E(GeV)
Hadron shower (pure LAr):   σ(E)/E ≈ 30% / √E(GeV)
Hadron shower (+TMG):   σ(E)/E ≈ 17% / √E(GeV)

Liquid Argon TPC detector performanceLiquid Argon TPC detector performance
●● Tracking deviceTracking device

➥ Precise event topology
➥ Momentum via multiple scattering

●● Measurement of local energy deposition Measurement of local energy deposition dEdE//dxdx
➥ e / γ separation (2%X0 sampling)
➥ Particle ID by means of dE/dx vs range

measurement
●● Total energy reconstruction of the events fromTotal energy reconstruction of the events from

charge integrationcharge integration
➥ Full sampling, homogeneous calorimeter with

excellent accuracy for contained events

K+

K+[AB]→ µ+[BC]→ e+[CD]

A

B
C

D
K+

µ+

e+

µ+

Run 939 Event 46

Published in  EPJPublished in  EPJ
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Processes induced by charged particlesProcesses induced by charged particles

●● Ionization processIonization process
●● Scintillation (luminescence)Scintillation (luminescence)

➥ UV spectrum (λ=128 mn)
➥ Not energetic enough to

further ionize, hence, argon
is transparent

➥ Rayleigh-scattering
●● Cerenkov Cerenkov light (if fastlight (if fast

particle)particle)

M. Suzuki et al., NIM 192 (1982) 565

UV light
Charge

When a charged particle traverses medium:

Cerenkov light (if β>1/n)
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Comparison rare gasesComparison rare gases

≈≈3030≈≈6060≈≈9090cmcmRayleighRayleigh
scatteringscattering
length forlength for
scintillationscintillation

12.1312.1314.0014.0015.7615.76eVeVII

14.714.72020
(15 for (15 for αα))

19.519.5eVeVWWγγ

15.615.6±±0.30.320.520.5±±1.51.523.623.6±±0.30.3eVeVWWe-ione-ion

174174147147128128nmnmScintillationScintillation
peakpeak

2(77%),30(33%)2(77%),30(33%)2(1%),85(99%)2(1%),85(99%)6(23%),6(23%),
1600(77%)1600(77%)

nsnsDecay constDecay const

≈≈7000070000≈≈5000050000≈≈5000050000photonsphotonsScintillationScintillation
photons/photons/MeVMeV

3.893.893.453.452.112.11MeVMeV/cm/cmdEdE//dxdx
3.063.062.452.451.391.39g/cmg/cm33DensityDensity

LXeLXeLKrLKrLArLAr
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high&lowhigh&low27.127.1808024241.41.41.21.2NeonNeon

2200220016516534342.82.83.83.83.03.0XenonXenon

1200120012012029294.94.93.03.02.42.4KryptonKrypton

50050087.387.3808014142.12.11.41.4ArgonArgon

ElectronElectron
mobilitymobility
(cm(cm22/Vs)/Vs)

Boiling pointBoiling point
@ 1 bar (K)@ 1 bar (K)

CollisionCollision
lengthlength
λλ (cm) (cm)

RadiationRadiation
lengthlength
XX00 (cm) (cm)

Energy lossEnergy loss
dEdE//dx dx ((MeVMeV/cm)/cm)

DensityDensity
((ρρ/cm/cm33))TypeType

Liquefied rare gases TPC: basic ideasLiquefied rare gases TPC: basic ideas
●● Ideal materials for detection of ionizing tracks:Ideal materials for detection of ionizing tracks:

➥ Dense (≈g/cm3 ≈ 103 x ρgas), homogeneous, target and detector
➥ Do not attach electrons (⇒ long drift paths possible in liquid phase)
➥ High electron mobility (≈quasi-free drift electrons, not neon)
➥ Commercially easy to obtain (in particular, liquid Argon)
➥ Can be made very pure and many impurities freeze out at low temperature
➥ Inert, not flammable

€

€€

€€€
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The Liquid Argon TPCThe Liquid Argon TPC

Time

Drift direction

Edrift

•High density
•Non-destructive readout
•Continuously sensitive
•Self-triggering
•Very good scintillator: T0

Density 1.4 g/cm3

Radiation length 14 cm
Interaction length 80 cm
dE/dx(mip) = 2.1 MeV/cm
T=88K  @ 1 bar
We≈24 eV
Wγ≈20 eV
Charge recombination (mip)
@ E = 500 V/cm ≈ 40%

Readout planes: Q UV Scintillation Light: L

Continuous
waveform recording

Low noise Q-amplifier
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Electron drift properties in liquid ArgonElectron drift properties in liquid Argon

3 m
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Non destructive charge readoutNon destructive charge readout

Yield ~ 6000 electrons/mm
≈1 fC/mm

d

d

p

p

Ionization 
electrons 
paths

Drift

ionizing track

u-t view 

v-t view

w-t view

Edrift

E2

E1

Edrift = 500 V/cm
p = 3 mm
d = 3 mm
r = 0.1mm

In the
ICARUS
T600

Drift time                  Drift time 

 Induced current           Collected charge 

T=0

u-t

v-t

w-t

Planes can be combined offline to reconstruct 3D view of event
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Run 939 Event 95 Right chamberRun 939 Event 95 Right chamber

Te=36.2 MeV
Range=15.4 cm

Te=36.2 MeV
Range=15.4 cm

3D reconstruction stopping 3D reconstruction stopping muonmuon

Collection view

Induction 2 view

A

A

B

B

C

C

µ+[AB]→ e+[BC]

µ+

e+

µ+
e+

Induction 1 view
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Time -- drift

Reconstructed event

400 ns sampling

40 cm

Principle of signal recordingPrinciple of signal recording
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 Two separate containersTwo separate containers
➥ inner volume/cont. =

3.6 x 3.9 x 19.6 m3

 Sensitive mass =Sensitive mass =
476 ton476 ton

 4 wire chambers with 34 wire chambers with 3
readout planes at 0readout planes at 0°°, , ±±6060°°
(two chambers / container)(two chambers / container)
➥≈ 54000 wires

(None broke during test)
●● Maximum drift = 1.5 mMaximum drift = 1.5 m

➥HV = -75 kV @ 0.5 kV/cm
●● Scintillation lightScintillation light

readoutreadout with 8 with 8”” VUV VUV
sensitive sensitive PMTsPMTsDesign, construction and

tests of the ICARUS T600
detector.
To appear on N.I.M.

Design, construction and
tests of the ICARUS T600
detector.
To appear on N.I.M.

The The ““first unitfirst unit””: T600 = 2 x T300: T600 = 2 x T300
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Cryostat (half-module)

20 m

4 m

4 m

View of the inner detector

Readout electronics

ICARUS T300 prototypeICARUS T300 prototype
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First T300 cryostat during construction (2001)First T300 cryostat during construction (2001)

≈ 270‘000 liters LAr
        = T300
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Run 960, Event 4   Collection Left

25 cm

85 cm

Cosmic rays eventsCosmic rays events

17
6 

cm

434 cm

Run 308, Event 160   Collection Left

265 cm

142 cm

Muon decay

Shower

Hadronic interaction
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18 m

1.5
 m

1.5
 m

Le
ft

 C
ha

m
be

r
Ri

gh
t 

Ch
am

be
r

Cathode

Long longitudinal Long longitudinal muon muon track crossing the cathode planetrack crossing the cathode plane

Track Length = 18.2 m

3D ViewTop View

dE/dx = 2.1 MeV/cm

3-D reconstruction of the long track3-D reconstruction of the long track

dE/dx distribution along the trackdE/dx distribution along the track
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µ
T600 Data

10 MeV3.2 MeV
1.8 MeV

Two 
consecutive

 wires Noise

δ

Threshold above noise ≈ 200 KeV

Single wire performanceSingle wire performance
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Scintillation light readoutScintillation light readout

Electron Tubes 9357FLA
8” PMT (bialkali with Pt deposit)
G = 1 x 107 @ ~1400 V
peak Q.E. (400-420 nm) ~ 18 % (≈10%
cold)
Trise ~ 5 ns, FWHM ~ 8 ns

•Commercial PMT with large area
➥Glass-window

•Scintillation VUV  λ = 128 nm
➥Wavelength-shifter

•Immersed T(LAr) = 87 K 

Lally et al., NIMB 117 (1996) 421

TPB as WLS
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500

550

600

650

700

750

800

0 10 20 30 40 50

AD
C 

co
un

ts

Time (µs)

µ

e

~ 3µs 1 PE = 12 Ch.

Signal PMT#9

PM#1 PM#2 PM#3 PM#4 PM#5 PM#6 PM#7 PM#8 PM#9

µ

e

t

t

Scintillation Scintillation light light readoutreadout
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Shock absorbers

Aux. Units

T600

T600 installation at LNGST600 installation at LNGS
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The T600 installation procedure of the T600 in Hall B has started:
• contract for transportation (Pavia LNGS) signed
• interventions on the floor (Government Commissionersafety requirements) being defined
• goal: T600 in Hall B by mid 2004 (parking lot position); infrastructure & support structure
completed by end 2004; data taking with cosmic events by mid 2005

The T600 installation procedure of the T600 in Hall B has started:
• contract for transportation (Pavia LNGS) signed
• interventions on the floor (Government Commissionersafety requirements) being defined
• goal: T600 in Hall B by mid 2004 (parking lot position); infrastructure & support structure
completed by end 2004; data taking with cosmic events by mid 2005

Installation procedureInstallation procedure
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50 cm

65
 cm

p
e-

In 1 year of T600 running ICARUS will collect about  100
events of this quality (in presence of oscillations)

In 1 year of T600 running ICARUS will collect about  100
events of this quality (in presence of oscillations)

BG free detection of solar neutrino events (E>8MeV)BG free detection of solar neutrino events (E>8MeV)

Search for proton decay event topologiesSearch for proton decay event topologies

Supernova observatorySupernova observatory

..and more: learn about a new technology for astroparticle physics..and more: learn about a new technology for astroparticle physics

Soon, physics with the T600Soon, physics with the T600……



Experiments at reactors



Neutrinos from reactors:Neutrinos from reactors:



From Reines to Kamland…







≈300 p.e./MeV





145 days

Total systematic flux uncertainty ≈ 6%



p + C → (interactions) → π+, K+, (µ+) → (decay in flight) → µ+ + νµ

+ few % of ( νµ , νe )

Proton accelerator

Boone Horn

K2K muon monitor

Magnetic focusing

Experiments at accelerators
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MiniBoone MiniBoone at FNALat FNAL
●● Within two years of running,Within two years of running,

shouldshould
➥ confirm or refute whether

LSND excess is due to
neutrino flavor oscillations (if it
refutes LSND, it will still not
explain the LSND excess !)

●● A fundamental result for theA fundamental result for the
overall understanding of theoverall understanding of the
neutrino data in terms of neutrinoneutrino data in terms of neutrino
oscillations !!!oscillations !!!

●● In case of positive result fromIn case of positive result from
MiniBOONE MiniBOONE the roadmap for thethe roadmap for the
future neutrino physics wouldfuture neutrino physics would
have to be re-thought !have to be re-thought !
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The The MiniBoone MiniBoone Neutrino BeamNeutrino Beam
●● 88 GeV  GeV proton from FNALproton from FNAL

BoosterBooster
●● Repetition rate: 5 HzRepetition rate: 5 Hz
●● Average neutrino energyAverage neutrino energy

11  GeVGeV
➥ L/Eboone≈L/ELSND≈1 km/GeV

●● Intrinsic Intrinsic ννee contamination can contamination can
be ..be ..
➥ Inferred from νµ events
➥ Simulated using

hadroproduction
measurements

➥ Measured using muon
counters in and around the
decay pipe

➥ Checked by comparing 50m
and 25m absorber results

1 GeV
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The The MiniBoone MiniBoone DetectorDetector
●● The detector is a The detector is a 40ft40ft ( (12.2m12.2m) diameter sphere filled with ) diameter sphere filled with 800 tons800 tons of pure of pure

mineral oil and instrumented with mineral oil and instrumented with ~1500 8~1500 8””  PMTs.PMTs.

An inner sphere with 1280 PMTs viewing a 445 ton
fiducial volume ( 10% photocathode coverage)
An outer veto shell 35cm thick monitored  by 240 PMTs.
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Event ReconstructionEvent Reconstruction
●● MiniBooNE MiniBooNE will reconstruct quasi-elastic will reconstruct quasi-elastic ννee interactions by identifying the characteristic interactions by identifying the characteristic

Cerenkov Cerenkov rings produced by the electrons ... (Detect also scintillation light)rings produced by the electrons ... (Detect also scintillation light)
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MiniBoone MiniBoone ““calibration calibration µµ tracker tracker””

Scintillator strips to tag
cosmic muons

Study stopping muons
and Michel electrons

Real event



€ 

νµ →νµ
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K2K (KEK-to-K2K (KEK-to-KamiokaKamioka))
●● Accelerator: 12Accelerator: 12 GeV  GeV protonproton

synchrotronsynchrotron
➥ Intensity 6x1012 protons/pulse
➥ Repetition rate: 1 pulse/ 2.2

sec
➥ Pulse width: 1.1 µs

●● Horn-focused wide-band beamHorn-focused wide-band beam
➥ Average neutrino energy:

1.4 GeV ⇒ below τ-threshold
●● Near detector: 300 m from targetNear detector: 300 m from target
●● Far detector:Far detector: SuperK SuperK@ 250km@ 250km

from the targetfrom the target
➥ L/E ≈ 180 km/GeV

●● Goal: Goal: 10102020 protons on target protons on target

€ 

νµ →νµ

€ 

νµ →νe



K. Nishikawa, Neutrino 2002
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→

→

→

Water Water Cerenkov Cerenkov see only relativistic particles!see only relativistic particles!
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Neutrino cross-sectionsNeutrino cross-sections

S. Zeller, NUINT02

€ 

νµn→ µ−p
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Example for single Example for single pion pion productionproduction

S. Zeller, NUINT02

€ 

νµ p→ µ− pπ +

€ 

νµn→ µ−pπ 0







Fine grain detector !
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NUMI-MINOS NUMI-MINOS programprogram

Two detector Neutrino Oscillation Experiment
(Start 2004)

beam



D. Michael, Neutrino 2002
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NUMI neutrino beamNUMI neutrino beam
“Sacrifice neutrino flux to fit the expected energy of oscillated events”

Magnetic focusing





D. Michael, Neutrino 2002
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“Long Base-Line” νµ → ντ oscillation experiments

• build an intense high energy νµ beam at CERN-SPS
• optimized for ντ appearance search at Gran Sasso laboratory
                                               (730 km from CERN) 

Goal of the CNGS projectGoal of the CNGS project
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CNGS neutrino fluxes and ratesCNGS neutrino fluxes and rates

●● SmallSmall  ννee  contaminationcontamination

●● Error on knowledge relative to Error on knowledge relative to ννµµ

€ 

νe /νµ = 0.8%

CERN SL-note 2000-063 EA

€ 

Δνe /νµ ≈ ±5%νe( ) /νµ

≈ ±4 ×10−4
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στ/σµ  CC increases with energy
(kin. suppr. due to τ mass)

Posc Eν

στ

σµ

τ prod. thr.

CNGS Optimization for CNGS Optimization for ννττ Appearance Appearance

P(να →νβ ) = sin2 2θ sin2 1.27Δm2 L
E

 
 

 
 

ν τ
 r

at
e 

(G
eV

 k
t 

ye
ar

)-1
0

4

8

12

16

0 20 40 60 80 100

Can be matched
by a focusing system

with two magnetic lenses
(Horn + Reflector)

Eν ≈   7 ÷ 24 GeV
Eπ ≈ 20 ÷ 50 GeV

E (GeV)

Ideal ντ rate

400 GeV protons

Posc * στ (arb. units)
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TheThe OPERA (CNGS-1) detector  OPERA (CNGS-1) detector structurestructure

~ 10 mν

µ spectrometer
Magnetised Iron Dipoles

Drift tubes and RPCs

supermodule

ν target and τ decay detector
Each “supermodule” is

 a sequence of 24 “modules” consisting of

- a “wall” of Pb/emulsion “bricks”
- two planes of orthogonal scintillator strips

scintillator
strips

brick wall

module

brick
(56 Pb/Em. “cells”)

8 cm
(10X0)

235,000
bricks



ν

8 
m

Target
Trackers

Pb/Em.
target

Electronic detectors
→ select ν interaction brick

A A ““hybridhybrid”” experiment experiment
at workat work

Emulsion analysis
→ vertex search

Extract selected
brick  

Pb/Em. brick

8 cm
Pb 1 mm

Basic “cell”

Emulsion

→ decay search

µ spectrometer

→ e/γ ID, kinematics→ µ ID, charge and p

ντ
(DONUT)



νK

ICARUS T3000 (CNGS-2): ICARUS T3000 (CNGS-2): ““A Second-A Second-
Generation Proton Decay ExperimentGeneration Proton Decay Experiment
and Neutrino Observatory at theand Neutrino Observatory at the Gran Gran

Sasso Sasso LaboratoryLaboratory””

≈ 100 m



CNGS  ντ interaction, Eν=18.7 GeV

10
5 

cm

τ- → e- + ν e + ντ
_

e-, 9.5 GeV, pT=0.47 GeV/c

280 cm

290 cm

12
0 

cm

_

e-
,
 15 GeV, pT=1.16 GeV/c

Vertex: 1π0,2p,3n,2 γ,1e- 

CNGS  νe interaction, Eν=16.6 GeV



ICARUS detector configuration in LNGS Hall B (T3000)

≈ 35 Metres

First Unit  T600 +
Auxiliary

Equipment

First Unit  T600 +
Auxiliary

Equipment

T1200 Unit
 (two T600

superimposed)

T1200 Unit
 (two T600

superimposed)

T1200 Unit
 (two T600

superimposed)

T1200 Unit
 (two T600

superimposed)

≈ 60 Metres

MagnetMagnet
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The T1200 The T1200 ““UnitUnit””

●● Based on cloning the presentBased on cloning the present
T600 containersT600 containers
➥A cost-effective

solution given tunnel
access conditions

●● Preassembled modules outsidePreassembled modules outside
tunnel are arranged intunnel are arranged in
supermodules supermodules of about 1200 tonof about 1200 ton
each (4 containers)each (4 containers)
➥ Time effective solution

(parallelizable)
●● Drift doubled 1.5 m Drift doubled 1.5 m  3 m 3 m

➥ sensible solution given
past experience

●● Built with large industrialBuilt with large industrial
support (support (AirLiquideAirLiquide, , BremeBreme--
TecnicaTecnica, , GalliGalli--MorelliMorelli, CAEN, , CAEN, ……))
➥ “order as many as you

need” solution

Detailed engineering project was
produced by Air Liquide (June 2003)
T1200 cryostat ready for
tendering
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T3000 T3000 ““definitivedefinitive”” project at LNGS Hall B project at LNGS Hall B

Complete engineering

T600T1200T1200
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MuonMuon spectrometer spectrometer

●● Simultaneous optimization of Physics performance and costSimultaneous optimization of Physics performance and cost
●● Simplest solution (known technology, no R&D needed)Simplest solution (known technology, no R&D needed)

➥ Passive material: Magnetized non-instrumented iron
☛ B=1.8 T
☛Cross Section: 8.5 x 8.5 m2, two bending sections 1.5 m long each

➥ Sensitive part: Planes of proportional drift tubes
➥ External device to provide trigger: RPC (precise t0 measurement)

LAr RPC PDT Fe

GEANT 4 Full Simulation



Next major issue
Determine the magnitude of θ13

Towards the measurement of CP-
phase



Itow, NOON04
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JPARC neutrino projectJPARC neutrino project
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µ eπ0

ννee  appearance in Water-appearance in Water-CerenkovCerenkov

Assumed 80% efficiency for electrons

€ 

νµ →νe





FDs being currently defined (K2K model)
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0.2%0.2%
0.4%0.4%

0.5%0.5%

0.5%0.5%

0.2%0.2%
0.2%0.2%
0.8%0.8%
1.2%1.2%
~1%~1%

ννee

@peak@peak

~4,000?~4,000?20kt?20kt?730?730?~2~2OAOA1.21.2120120OA-NuMI2OA-NuMI2

~400~400
650(0)650(0)

~1,000?~1,000?

~1,000?~1,000?

~600,000~600,000
~3,000~3,000
~5,000~5,000
~2,500~2,500

~50~50

ννµµCCCC

(/yr)(/yr)

1,0001,0002952950.70.7OAOA445050JHF-HKJHF-HK

1,000?1,000?2,500?2,500?~1~1WB/OAWB/OA1.31.32828AGSAGS????

1,000?1,000?~1200~12000.80.8OAOA0.30.3400400OA-CNGSOA-CNGS
40(40(400)400)1301300.260.26WBWB442.22.2SPL-SPL-FrejusFrejus

20kt?20kt?730?730?~2~2OAOA0.30.3120120OA-OA-NuMINuMI

22.522.5
~2~2
5.45.4

22.522.5

MMdetdet

((ktkt))

295295
732732
730730
250250

LL
(km)(km)

<<EEνν>>
((GeVGeV))

BeamBeamPowerPower
(MW)(MW)

EEpp
((GeVGeV))

0.70.7OAOA0.750.755050JHF-SKJHF-SK
1818WBWB0.30.3400400CNGSCNGS
3.53.5WBWB0.410.41120120MINOS(LE)MINOS(LE)
1.31.3WBWB0.0050.0051212K2KK2K

Many initiatives have been discussedMany initiatives have been discussed……
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Which baselines and which energy?Which baselines and which energy?

● New generation experiments
want to optimize the energy and
baseline to observe the
maximums of the oscillation

● In the low energy region (<500
MeV), measurements suffer from
➥ Low cross-section

(especially for
antineutrinos!)

➥ Worsening of resolution due
to Fermi motion

➥ Atmospheric neutrino
background

0.002

0.00250.003 eV2

π/2

3π/2

5π/2

130 km

732 km

950 km

Low
energy

€ 

L(km) =
(n +1/ 2)πE(GeV )
1.27Δm2(eV 2)

Δm2
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1720 km

2560 km

2875 km

FNAL
BNL

730 km

1315 km
1500 km

1720 km

2760 km

Soudan

Homestake

Henderson

WIPP

Long baselines in the USALong baselines in the USA

J. Wilkes
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NUMI off-axis experimentNUMI off-axis experiment
●● Detector will be on surfaceDetector will be on surface
●● Baseline L = 820 kmBaseline L = 820 km
●● Sampling calorimeter made of WoodSampling calorimeter made of Wood
●● Large mass:  50 Large mass:  50 ktonkton
●● Not magnetizedNot magnetized
●● Good sampling for clean low-energyGood sampling for clean low-energy

electron identificationelectron identification
●● Two options:Two options:

➥ Scintillator
➥ RPC



Scintillator read without WLS fiber
with pixelated APD





Detector performance:
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●● Perceived widely as a Perceived widely as a ““straightforwardstraightforward”” extension of SK (?) extension of SK (?)
●● Many Many ““proposalsproposals””, e.g., Hyper-K, UNO, 3M, , e.g., Hyper-K, UNO, 3M, ……
●● Many sites, e.g., Many sites, e.g., FrejusFrejus,, Kamioka Kamioka, , HomestakeHomestake, etc., etc.
●● Physics case is Physics case is ““broadbroad””: : proton decay, neutrino properties, galactic supernovae,proton decay, neutrino properties, galactic supernovae,

……

Giant water Cerenkov (up to 1Mton)Giant water Cerenkov (up to 1Mton)
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Water Cherenkov Detector
optimized for:

• Light attenuation length limit

• PMT pressure limit

• Cost (built-in staging)

60x60x60m3x3

Total Vol: 650 kton

Fid. Vol: 440 kton (20xSuper-K)

Inner:  56,000  20” PMTs 

Outer: 14,900  8” PMTs

10%

40%

Only optical

separation

UNO Detector Concept

2.5m veto layer with
outward-facing PMTs
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Comparison of Water Comparison of Water Cerenkov Cerenkov detectorsdetectors



Comparison of Possible Next-Generation DetectorsComparison of Possible Next-Generation Detectors

* assumes  ~$200M for 70 kton of liquid argon.
Source for LANDD: astro-ph/0104552 and astro-ph/0208381
Source for SciPIO: R. Svobada’s presentation at the Neutrino Facilities Assessment Committee, NAS in

2002.

 UNO Liquid Ar SciPIO 
Total Mass 650 kton 70 kton  50 kton 

Cost ~$500M N/A* N/A 
p → e+ π0 in 5 years 5 x 1034 year 1.3 x 1034 years none 
p → νK+ in 5 years 1 x 1034 year 3 x 1034 years 1 x 1034 year 
SN at Gal. Center 194,000 events 3000 events N/A 
SN in Andromeda 40 events No N/A 
SN msec structure yes No N/A 
SN relic neutrino yes yes N/A 

Atm. Neutrino 60,000 event/year 15,000 event/year N/A 
Solar Neutrino Ee > 7MeV     

(central Module)     
ν

e scattering 

Ee > 10 MeV 

inverse beta-decay 

N/A 

Astrophysical Neutrino Eν > 10 GeV No No 
 

J. Wilkes, UCLA 2003



US HEPAP Subpanel (2001) on Long Range Planning

Remarks on Proton Decay and UNO
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●● CERN still considers three types of neutrino beams:CERN still considers three types of neutrino beams:

PS

Decay

Ring

SPS

β-beams

Superbeams

€ 

π ± → µ± νµ

(− )

€ 

µ− → e−ν eνµ

µ+ → e+νeν µ

 
 
 

  

  

€ 

ZA→Z m1A  β ±  νe
(− )

Select focusingSelect focusing
signsign

Select ionSelect ion

Select ring signSelect ring sign

CERN: three types of beamsCERN: three types of beams
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CERN: CERN: ββ-beam baseline scenario-beam baseline scenario

PS

Decay

RingISOL target &
Ion source

SPL

Cyclotrons,
linac or FFAG

Decay ring

Brho = 1500 Tm

B = 5 T

Lss = 2500 m

SPS

ECR

Rapid cycling
synchrotron

MeV 86.1 Average

 

MeV 937.1 Average

 

18
9

18
10

6
3

6
2

=

→

=

→

+

−

cms

cms

E

eFeNe

E

eLiHe

ν

ν

Nuclear
Physics
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Beta-beam spectraBeta-beam spectra

18Ne γ=250
L=400 km

18Ne γ=75
L=130 km

θ13 = 3°
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Study group since 1999   
design of a Superconducting Proton Linac (H-, 2.2 GeV).
 higher brightness beams into the PS for LHC
 intense beams (4 MW) for neutrino and

radioactive ion physics

H
-

RFQ RFQ1 chop. RFQ2DTL    CCDTL RFQ1 chop. RFQ2?  0.52  ? 0.7                ? 0.8 dump

Source  Low Energy section    DTL Superconducting section

95 keV    3 MeV            7 MeV             120 MeV                                                     2.2 GeV

40MeV   237MeV

6 m 64 m 584m

PS / Isolde

Stretching and
collimation line

Accumulator Ring

 383MeV

chopping

4 m

660 m

CERN 2000-012

The starting point: the CERN SPL !The starting point: the CERN SPL !
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* For protons, brightness can only degrade along a cascade of accelerators
⇒ Any improvement has to begin at the low energy (linac) end

Higher
integrated
luminosity

More events

Upgrade

Upgrades
beyond
ultimate

courtesy of R. Garoby

Benefit Benefit to to aapproved pproved physics programmephysics programme
●● Need for higher beam performance (brightness*,Need for higher beam performance (brightness*,

intensity) to:intensity) to:

➥ Reduce the LHC filling time,
➥ Improve the reliability in the generation of the

ultimate beam actually foreseen for LHC,

➥ Increase the proton flux onto the CNGS target,

➥ Increase the proton flux to ISOLDE,

➥ Prepare for further upgrades of the LHC
performance beyond the present ultimate.
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Long baselines in EuropeLong baselines in Europe

Fréjus
(extension
under study) LNGS

CERN

L=130 km L=730 km
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March 2004: Start study for major caverns totalling 1’000’000 m3

FrFrééjus jus laboratorylaboratory
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Long baselines in the new EuropeLong baselines in the new Europe……

Fréjus
(extension
under study) LNGS

CERN

L=130 km L=730 km

L=950 km

Polkowice-Sieroszowice
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CUPRUM mines CUPRUM mines PolkowicePolkowice--SieroszowiceSieroszowice

Copper mines (owned by KGHM, one of the largest producers of
copper and silver in the world)
Salt layer at 1000 underground (dry)
Very large caverns already exist (from mine exploitation)
Possibility to host ≈80’000 m3 detector in salt cavern under study
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Salt mine (depth Salt mine (depth ≈≈1000 m)1000 m)
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Feasibility of large underground cavernFeasibility of large underground cavern
●● Geophysical instabilities limit the sizeGeophysical instabilities limit the size

of the underground cavernof the underground cavern
●● In practice, the In practice, the ““tunneltunnel”” approach is approach is

stable (I.e. small span, span/height stable (I.e. small span, span/height ≈≈ 1, 1,
length unlimited)length unlimited)

●● For large underground detector, weFor large underground detector, we
require large span, large height, lengthrequire large span, large height, length
is small (compared to tunnel)is small (compared to tunnel)

●● Actual size limit depends on details ofActual size limit depends on details of
rock and depth and on the wishedrock and depth and on the wished
cavern geometrycavern geometry

●● Homestake Homestake study: span study: span ≈≈ 50-60 m, 50-60 m,
height 50 m is maximum feasibleheight 50 m is maximum feasible

Finite element analysis for Homestake mine

Modularity ≈ 100’000 m3

or 
Tunnel-like geometry
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Comparison Water - liquid ArgonComparison Water - liquid Argon

≈≈130 130 eVeV−−11 cm cm−−11≈≈160 160 eVeV−−11 cm cm−−11Cerenkov Cerenkov dd22N/N/dEdxdEdx
((ββ=1)=1)

≈≈1 CHF/liter1 CHF/liter1 CHF/liter (Evian)1 CHF/liter (Evian)CostCost

YesYes
((≈≈50000 50000 γγ//MeV MeV @ @ λλ=128nm)=128nm)

NoNoScintillationScintillation

140140120120Muon CerenkovMuon Cerenkov
threshold (p in threshold (p in MeVMeV/c)/c)

3636°°4242°°Cerenkov Cerenkov angleangle

1.241.241.331.33Refractive indexRefractive index
(visible)(visible)

2.12.11.91.9dEdE//dx dx ((MeVMeV/cm)/cm)

83.683.683.683.6Interaction length (cm)Interaction length (cm)

14.014.036.136.1Radiation length (cm)Radiation length (cm)

1.41.411Density (g/cmDensity (g/cm33))

Liquid ArgonLiquid ArgonWaterWater
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Comparison Water - liquid ArgonComparison Water - liquid Argon

A “new way” to look at rare events…
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A 90 A 90 kton kton liquid argon TPC ?liquid argon TPC ?

T3000
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100100 kton  kton liquid Argon detectorliquid Argon detector

Perlite insulation

φ≈70 m

h =20 m

Electronic crates 

Experiments for CP violation: a giant liquid Argon scintillation,
Cerenkov and charge imaging experiment.

A.Rubbia, Proc. II Int. Workshop on Neutrinos in Venice, 2003, hep-ph/0402110

Experiments for CP violation: a giant liquid Argon scintillation,
Cerenkov and charge imaging experiment.

A.Rubbia, Proc. II Int. Workshop on Neutrinos in Venice, 2003, hep-ph/0402110
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Front viewFront view
h 

=2
0 

m

φ≈70 m
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Detector and highway tunnelDetector and highway tunnel

Highway tunnel

Detector
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Open detectorOpen detector

Liquid Argon
D

rif
t

Gas Argon
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Summary parametersSummary parameters

≈≈33 atm atmHydrostatic pressure at bottomHydrostatic pressure at bottom

102365 tons102365 tonsArgon total massArgon total mass

Yes (Yes (Cerenkov Cerenkov light), 27000 immersed 8light), 27000 immersed 8““  PMTs PMTs or 20%or 20%
coverage, single photon counting capabilitycoverage, single photon counting capabilityVisible light readoutVisible light readout

20 m maximum drift, HV=2 MV for 20 m maximum drift, HV=2 MV for EE=1KV/cm,=1KV/cm,
vvdd≈≈2 mm/2 mm/µµs, max drift time s, max drift time ≈≈10 ms10 msElectron drift in liquidElectron drift in liquid

Yes (also for triggering), 1000 immersed 8Yes (also for triggering), 1000 immersed 8““ PMT with WLS PMT with WLS
(TPB)(TPB)Scintillation light readoutScintillation light readout

≈≈100000100000Charge readout channelsCharge readout channels
100 100 ““ICARUS-likeICARUS-like”” racks on top of  racks on top of dewar dewar (1000 channels(1000 channels
per crate)per crate)Readout electronicsReadout electronics

2 independent perpendicular views, 3mm pitch, in gas2 independent perpendicular views, 3mm pitch, in gas
phase (electron extraction) with charge amplification (phase (electron extraction) with charge amplification (typtyp..
x100)x100)

Charge readout viewCharge readout view

Disc Disc φφ  ≈≈70 m located in gas phase above liquid phase70 m located in gas phase above liquid phaseInner detector dimensionsInner detector dimensions

73118 m73118 m33 (height = 19 m), ratio area/volume (height = 19 m), ratio area/volume≈≈15%15%Argon total volumeArgon total volume

Boiling argon, low pressure (<100 mbar overpressure)Boiling argon, low pressure (<100 mbar overpressure)Argon storageArgon storage

φφ≈≈70 m, height 70 m, height ≈≈ 20 m, passive  20 m, passive perlite perlite insulated, heatinsulated, heat
input input ≈≈5W/m5W/m22DewarDewar
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LAr

Cathode (–2MV)

E-
fie

ld
Extraction
grid

Charge
readout
plane

GAr

UV &
Cerenkov
light
readout
PMT +
race track

E≈ 1 kV/cm

E ≈ 3 kV/cm
Electronic
racks

A possible detector layoutA possible detector layout

Single detector: charge imaging, scintillation, Cerenkov light
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Charge readoutCharge readout

●● Detector is running inDetector is running in bi-phase mode bi-phase mode
➥ In order to allow for long drift (≈20 m), we consider charge attenuation

along drift and compensate this effect with charge amplification near
anodes located in gas phase

➥ Amplification operates in proportional mode
➥ After max drift of 20 m @ 1 KV/cm, diffusion ≈ readout pitch ≈ 3 mm

σσ≈≈2.8 mm  (2.8 mm  (√√2Dt2Dtmaxmax for D=4 cm for D=4 cm22/s)/s)Maximum charge diffusionMaximum charge diffusion

Thin wires (Thin wires (φφ≈≈3030µµm)+pad readout, GEM, LEM, m)+pad readout, GEM, LEM, ……Possible solutionsPossible solutions

Extraction to and amplification in gas phaseExtraction to and amplification in gas phaseMethods for amplificationMethods for amplification

101022 to 10 to 1033Needed charge amplificationNeeded charge amplification

20 m maximum drift, HV=2 MV for 20 m maximum drift, HV=2 MV for EE=1KV/cm,=1KV/cm,
vvdd≈≈2 mm/2 mm/µµs, max drift time s, max drift time ≈≈10 ms10 msElectron drift in liquidElectron drift in liquid

ee−−((ττ/ / tmaxtmax))≈≈ 1/150 1/150 for  for ττ=2 ms electron lifetime=2 ms electron lifetimeMaximum charge attenuationMaximum charge attenuation

2 independent perpendicular views, 3mm pitch2 independent perpendicular views, 3mm pitchCharge readout viewCharge readout view
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Cryogenic storage tanks for LNGCryogenic storage tanks for LNG

About 200 cryo-tanker exist
in the world… up to
≈200’000 m3

Process, design and safety
issues already solved by
petrochemical industry !
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Liquefaction of LNG and transport via shipsLiquefaction of LNG and transport via ships

e.g. Nigeria LNG (≈1010 m3/year)

Up to 145,000m3

Liquefaction
plant in
Oman

Filled with LCH4
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Large underground liquid Argon tankerLarge underground liquid Argon tanker

Preliminary baseline design for the Fréjus study
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The The ““dedicateddedicated”” cryogenic complex cryogenic complex

External complex
Heat
exchanger

Joule-Thompson
expansion valve

W

Q

Argon
purification

Air

Hot GAr

Electricity

Underground 
complex
GAr

LAr

LN2, …

- In situ cryogenic plant: tanker 5 W/m2 heat input, continuous re-circulation (purity)

- Filling speed (100 kton): 150 ton/day  2 years to fill
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Number of targets for nucleon stability:
 6 × 1034 nucleons   ⇒  τp /Br > 1034 years × T(yr) × ε @ 90 CL

Low energy Super-Beams or beta-beams:
 460 νµ CC per 1021 2.2 GeV protons (real focus) @ L = 130 km

15000 νe CC per 1019 18Ne decays with γ=75

Atmospheric:
 10000 atmospheric events/year

 100 ντ CC /year from oscillations

Solar:
 324000 solar neutrinos/year  @ Ee > 5 MeV

Supernova type-II:
 ≈20000 events  @ D=10 kpc

Events for 100 Events for 100 kton kton detector massdetector mass
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Proton decay: sensitivity Proton decay: sensitivity vs vs exposureexposure

p→K+ν

p→e+π0

65 cm

p → K+  νe

P = 425 MeV

6 × 1034 nucleons   ⇒  

τp /Br > 1 1034 years × T(yr) × ε @ 90 CL

6 × 1034 nucleons   ⇒  

τp /Br > 1 1034 years × T(yr) × ε @ 90 CL

“Single” event detection capability

1034

1035
K+

µ+

e+

T600: Run 939 Event 46
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ConclusionConclusion

●● Neutrino physics experiments are exciting !Neutrino physics experiments are exciting !
●● Since Since PauliPauli’’s s neutrino postulate in 1930, the field has beenneutrino postulate in 1930, the field has been

characterized bycharacterized by
➥A huge number of experiments
➥In very different energy ranges…
➥From very different sources (astrophysical, man-made)
➥In very different environments (near accelerators, deep

underground, …)
➥With very different techniques (…)

●● The results of these experiments have dramatically improvedThe results of these experiments have dramatically improved
our understanding of the neutrino particleour understanding of the neutrino particle

●● However, still many unanswered questions remainHowever, still many unanswered questions remain
➥Solving these questions will continue to require new, inventive

experiments to pursue progress in the field


